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1. Introduction and the statement of result

Let Zq p be the metacyclic group {x, y \xq=yp=l, yxy~1=xr} where />>2 is

a prime integer, # > 3 is an odd integer and r is a primitive p-th. root of 1 mod q

such that (r— 1, q)=l (see Shibata [15], 1. Introduction). The object of the

present article is to determine the oriented and weakly complex cobordism

algebra Πf(Zq p) (L=SO, U) of the classifying space of ZqP. Our main result

is the following.

Theorem. Let^>>3 in case L=SO andp^l in case L= U.

(1) VL\(Zq p) is a sum of two Ωf-subalgebras whose intersection is the scalars Ωf.

These subalgebras are the quotients of power series rings over Ω* generated respec-

tively by the cobordism Euler classes e(vqP) and e(fjp).

Here ηp is the pull-back of the Hopfline bundle ηp over BZp and vqP is a certain

complex vector bundle of dimension p whose "restriction" on BZq is Vq®Vp(B- (B

VqP 1 zvith ηq the Hopf line bundle over BZq.

(2) Ω|(ZM)^Ωf[[( Π [rj]F{X)), Y]]I(XY, \9\AX)>[PUY), (TorΩ*)X,
.7 = 0

(Tor Ωj) Y), where []F indicates the formal multiplication with respect to the formal

group law F(X, Y) of complex cobordism theory [or its canonical reduction to oriented

cobordism for L=SO) (see Quίllen [12]), Tor Ω£=:0 and Tor Ωfo consists of

elements of order 2. This isomorphism is realized by the correspondence;

(3) In case L=SO andp=2y the Ωf-subalgebra generated by e(9jp) in (1) is replaced

by 7r*n*o(Z2), where π* is the monomorphism induced by the projection π: BZςt2->

BZr And (2) is modified as

Π [rJUX)]]l([qUX), (Tor

REMARK. Ω*o[[Y]]/([2]F(Y))=Ω!b[[Y]]/(2Y) is contained in Ω*O(Z2) as a

proper Ωfo-subalgebra, Y being the reduction of e(η2) to Ωfo(Z2)=Ωfo(.BZ2).

This is easily derived from the resυ'ts of Shibata [14] via the Atiyah-Poίncarέ
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duality (Atiyah [1]).

By virtue of the Conner-Floyd isomorphism

μe: Ω$(X)®Z ^ K*(X)

for finite CW complexes [4], we obtain the following corollary, using the same
inverse limit arguments as in section 5.

Corollary. (1) Kh(BzJ=0.

q,p ^ Q P Q P > ,

the isomorphism being realized by the correspondence

p-1

Kamata [7] determined the group structure of Ω*(Zq 2) by the use of the
spaces D(2k-\-l, 4#+3) whose direct limit become a classifying space for Zq2 (see
also Kamata-Minami [8]). We also construct analogous spaces with their direct
limit being a classifying space for Zq p. But our construction slightly deviates
from that of Kamata-Minami [8] in case^>=2 (the dihedral case). The difference
is essential for our computation, since every homology class of our spaces can be
represented by an L-submanifold (L=U, SO). Because of this, the Atiyah-
Poincare duality plays an important role in several occasions in the present
article.

I am greatly indebted to Professor Masayoshi Kamata for stimulating
discussions on his work in [7]. Thanks are also due to Professors Minoru
Nakaoka and Fuichi Uchida for helpful conversations.

2. A classifying space for Zq>p

Following the line of Kamata-Minami [8], we construct a classifying space
for Zq p.

Consider the product space S2pm~1xS2k~1 and define an action ψ of Zq p

on S2pm~1xS2k~1 by the rule

where pq = exp (2τr v

/ ^T/^), pp = exp (2πχ/~^Λlp) and σ: {0, 1, 2, }^

{0, 1,2, •••} denotes the mapping of period p sending ap-j-Z (0<t<p—2) to

ap+t+1 and ap+(p^ί) to ap.
Then we see that this action is free. Denote by M(m, k) the quotient space

S2mp~1xS2k~1/ψ. Then the direςt limit space of M(m, m) with respect to the
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natural inclusions M(m, m)aM(m-{-l, m+1) becomes a classifying space of Zq p.
Let Lmp-\q\(rj)) denote the quotient space of S2™*-1 by the Z^-action

ψ : (#o> *i, —, Zj, — , Zmp-d^P**** P*zi> —> Pϊ'#i> — > P ^ ' ^ - i ) . Consider the
product space Lmp~1(q; (r^X/S2*"1 and define a periodic map of period/)

T: Lmp~\q\ (rtyxS2*-1 -+ Lm*~\q\

b y ^Xfo], *') = ( K c P , p^ 7]). Clearly the quotient space Lmp~\q\ (r>))χ
5 2^VΓisM(m, A).

The inclusion map i: Lmp~\q\ (rJ))^M(m, k) denned by ί([*])=[|>],
(1,0, •", 0)] corresponds to the inclusion i: Zg(zZg p. The projection
π: M(m, k)-^Lk~\p)=Lk-\p\ 1, •••, 1) sending [[z], z'] to [z'] corresponds to
the projection π: Zq p-^Zp. Finally the cross-section s: Lk~λ(p)-*M{m, k)
defined by

p coordinates

corresponds to the cross-section s: Zp-+Zq p with s{y)=y.

3. H*{M{m, k)\ Z) (see Lazarov [9])

Consider the spectral sequence

m.} = H,{Zp; H}(L"»-\q; ( f * ) ) x 5 * - ; Z))

associated to the p-ίo\ά covering

Lm*-\q\ (rh))χS2k-λ->Lmp-\q\ {rh))χS2k~ηT

= M(m, k)

(see Cartan [2]). Then E2

tJ=0 unless i=0, or j=092(mp—l)+l,2k—l or
2(mp+k—l). In case;=0, 2(mp-ί)+ly 2k—\ or 2(mp+k—\\ E2

tJ=0 or Zp

depending upon whether positive / is even or odd. To compute E\yj we use the
resolution

N D
Z[Zp] >Z[Zp] >Z[Zp]

where D=\—y, N=l+y-\ yp~\ where y is the generator of Zp=Zq p\Zq.
Tensoring on the right with H)(Lmp-\q\ ( r ^ x S 2 * " 1 ; Z), we find that E2

0J=
cokernel (D®1). Now H*(L™p-\q; ( ή ) x S 2 * - 1 ; Z)^H*(Lmp-\q; (rh)); Z)®
H*{S2k-χ\Z) and the generator y of Zp acts trivially on /f^S 2*" 1; Z)=

; Z), H^L"p-\q; (r*)); Z) (.9>0) and HZmp_λψ»p^
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Lemma 3.1.
The generator y of Z p acts on H2s-i(Lmp'1(q; (rh)) Z)^Zq as the multiplication

byrs

Proof. A generator of H2s-i{Lmp-\q\ {rh))\ Z)^Zq (\^s<mp) can be
chosen as the image of the fundamental class [Ls~\q; ( r ^ e ί / ^ - ^ L * " 1

(q; (rh)); Z) by the homomorphism induced by the canonical inclusion map

Let T: Lnp-\q; (r*))^Lnp-\q; (rh)) be the restriction of T, i.e. f ([**])=[**„]
(l<?z<7rc). Then (T)* is the identity homomorphism on H2np-i(Lnp~x

(q; (rh)); Z) and so y acts on H2np-\(Lmp-\q\ (rh)\ Z)^Zq as the multiplication
by (r)np=lmodq(l^n<m). In case(j,/>)=l, define a map ( ) r : Ls~\q; (rh))-^
Ls-\q; (rh)) by ( ) r ( M ) = [ ( ^ ) 1 Then ι<-i:>o( )r is homotopic to f o ^ " ^ be-
cause H: L3-1 (q; (rh))χI^Lmp-\q; (rh)) defined by

gives a desired homotopy. This proves the lemma.

As a consequence

"*-1^; (rh))xS»-1]®Z[Lmp-1(q;

From dimensional reasons, it is easy to determine the differentials (c.f.
Theoreme 4 of Cartan [2]), and we obtain the following result.

Proposition 3.2.

k);Z)^ θ ZΛL-'-'fo; (^IΘZtL-*"1^; (r*))]

Φ

Corollary 3.3.

TÂ  Thorn homomorphism

μ: Ω%(M(m, k)) - H*(M(m, k); Z)

is epic. Equivalently, the bordism spectral sequence for M(m, k) collapses (c.f.
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Conner-Smith [5], Conner-Floyd [3]).

Corollary 3.4. Except for the case p=2, L=SO, U%(M(m, fή) is generated
as an Ω*-module by the bordίsm classes of the canonical inclusion maps to M(m, k) of
the L'submanifolds (L= [/, SO)

(M(n, k), ή;

(L *-\p), s); l<j<k and (M(m, j), i); \<j<k .

Proof. Except for the case p=2, L=SO,

, k); Ω$) ^ H*(M(tn, k);

by Proposition 3.2. Therefore the arguments of Conner-Floyd [3], Theorem
18.1 work well in this case to prove the corollary.

4. Cobordism algebra Ωf(M(m, k)); L=U, SO

Now we turn from bordism to cobordism via the Atiyah-Poincarό duality
(Atiyah [1], Conner-Floyd [3]);

Ωi(M(tn, k)) —> al^^-^-^Mim, k))

\ D λ
Ht{M(m, k); Z) —->Hκ™P+*-^-\M(m, k); Z).

Let ηp;m>k be the normal bundle of the embedding M(m, k)(zM(m, k+1).

Lemma 4.2. Let m, /e> 1.
(1) ηp; m k^π*ηp; k, where ηp k is the Hopf line bundle over Lk~1(p).

(2) D[M(m,j)9i]=e(1ipim.k)*-' (1 < ; < * ) .
(3) e(9ίplmtkγ=0.
(4) D[M(m-l,k)9ιY=D[M(tn-j,k),ι] (0<j<m-l).
(5) D[M(m-l, k), ι]m=0.

Proof. The projection π: (M(tn, k+l), M(m, k))-+(Lk(p), Lk~\p)) induces
a bundle map between the normal bundles, and hence follows (1). For j=k>
(2) is obvious from the definition of the duality D. From (1) we have e(ηp myk)=
π*e(vp;k), and we know that e(vp; k)=D[Lk-2(p)ciLk-1(p)] (Kamata [6]).
(Notice that for k=l, Lk~2(p)=φ and e(vp;k)=0. This implies (3) for k=l.)
The projection π: M(m, k)->Lk~\p) being /-regular on Lk~2(p)y we see that
π*e(vp;k)=D[π-χLk-%p))=M(myk-l)c:M(m,k)l This proves (2) for
j=k—l. For k^2y let ι!\ M(m, k—l)-+M(m, k) be the embedding defined by
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while

<[[«J, M l ) = [[«J. ((»*). 0)].

Then ί and / are homotopic and ^-regular (Kamata [7]). Therefore e{ηp; m,k)2=
D([M(m, k-ί)y ι]-[M(tn, ft-1), ^]=Z)[(^)"1WM(ifi> Λ-l)), i']=D[M{my &-2)/]
=Z)[M(ra, &—2), *]. This proves (2) for j=k—2. Repeting this procedure,
we inductively obtain (2) and then (3). Parts (4) and (5) are proved similarly.

Q.E.D.

Let us denote by &f(Lk-\p)) the intersection Ωt(Lk-\p)) f] D(&*(Lk~\P))
So it holds that Άt(Lk-χp))=&*(Lk-\p))®AQL*(D[pi\), where the second term
in the right hand side is the exterior algebra over Ωf generated by the dual class
of an inclusion map of a point (Shibata [14]).

Lemma 4.3. Let my &> 1.

Ω*(M(my kj) = Ωί(Z)[M(m-l, k),

as Ωf-modules, where by Ωf(D[M(m—l, k), ι]) we mean the Ωf-subalgebra generated
by D[M(m-ίy k)y t\.

Proof. By 4.2 (1) and (2), the dual cohomology class of [M(m, /)] is
π*ci(Vp; k)k~J Therefore, applying the Poincare duality to 3.2, we see that the
E^-term H*(M(m, k); Ωf) of the cobordism spectral sequence is additively
generated by the submodules Ωt(D[M(m— 1, k)]), Doi*H*(Lmp-\q\ (rj))\ Ωj),
π*R*{Lk-\p)\ at) and Dos*B*(Lk-χp); Ωj), where Ωt(D[M(m-ίy k)]) means
the Ω^-subalgebra of H*(M(my k) at) generated by D[M(m— 1, k)]. By virtue
of the Atiyah-Poincarέ duality (4.1), corollary 3.3 implies the collapsibility of the
cobordism spectral sequence for M(m, k). Together with this, the naturality of
the spectral sequences and the arguments of [3], 18.1 imply that Ωf(M(my k)) is
additively generated by the submodules Ωt(D[M(m— 1, k), t])y Doi*Ω^{Lmp-λ

(?; (γj))\ π*Ωt{Lk-\p)) and Dos*at{Lk-\p)). Note that we may replace
π*Ω*{Lk-\p)) by π*ά*(Lk-\p)) since n*Dipt\=Doi*[Lmp-\q\ (r% c]. Thus
we have

(4 4) Ωt(M(my k)) = Ωt(D[M(m-ίy k), ι])+Doi*a$(Lmp-1(q; (r>)))

and it remains to prove that the above sums are direct.

Case 1 even dimensional case for /> > 3 or L=U
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Let u be an even dimensional element of Ωf(M(m, k)). Then, by 4.4, we
can express u as

u = Σ [Vj].D[M(m-l, k\ ιY+[W].D[pt]+π*v
j>0

with v^έiγ{Lk-\p)\ taking account of the fact that Ω ^ d = 0 , that Ω | o contains
no odd torsion and that Ω3

SO is a 2-torsion group unless^ΞO mod 4 (Milnor [11]).
Suppose u=0. Then O=s*u=[Vo]+s*π*v=[Vo]+υ, and so [V0]=0 and

^ = 0 (Notice that s is homotopic to s': [#]f->[[0, •••, 0, \\\/p, •••, l/v7?]* *]
with Image ί'flilίfw-1, &)=φ when m > l , while D[M(m—l, k)y ι]=0 when
ιif=l by 4.2 (5).) And so Σ [Vj][M(m-jy k), ι]+[W][pt]=0. Taking the

augmentation homomorphism, we see that [H7]=0 since [M(m—j, k)]=
[L«"-»*-\q; ( r ' ) )χS 2 *-7ZJ=0 in Ω^ and hence also in Ω%°. Therefore the
sums in 4.4 are direct in this case.

Case 2. even dimensional case for p=2, L=SO.

Slightly deviating from the preceding case, an even dimensional element u
is expressed as

u = Σ [Vj]-D[M(m-l, k), ιY+[W]-D[pt]+π*Ό+Dos*to ,

where w belongs to &f°{KP(2k—\)).

Since s=s0 is homotopic to ίx: [^]^[[— l/v 7?^ ••", —1/\/?> 0> *"> 0]> ̂ ] by
the homotopy v W^[[(exp nt\J^\)\\J~p, ..., (exp πt\/~^\)\\J~p, 0, •••, 0], s]
and since Image ^Γl Image ί = ^ , it follows that s*oDos*w=(s1)*oDos*w=0 and
so z/=0 implies 0 = ί * w = [ F 0 ] + z ; . Hence [ F 0 ] = 0 and ^ = 0 as in the preceding
case. Consequently, Σ [Vj][M(m—j, k), ι]+[W]-[pt]+s*w=0. Again we

obtain [ 1 ^ = 0 by considering the augmentation. Now

0 =

= Σ [FJw^tMίm-y, A), *]+«

So it suffices to prove π*[M(m—j, k), t]=0 in Ω¥v(RP(2k— 1)) and hence also in
Ωf?(/2P(2A—1)). But the augmentation S: Ω£(RP(2k-l))->Ωg(pt) is an iso-
morphism and the fact that £[M(m—j, k), ι]=[M(m—j> k)]=0 in Ω£C as shown
in the preceding case implies the desired result.

Case 3. odd dimensional case for p^3 or L=U.

An odd dimensional u! can be expressed as

ur =
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with Ό'<=ni(Lmp-\q;(rJ))) and w'eilftL*- 1^)). So tι '=0 implies w'=:

^*(ί*ϋ / +j*w / )= 7 Γ * J 5 " 1 ( M 0=° Therefore Doί ί | sw
/=DoίHst;/=0.

4. odd dimensional case for p=2, L=SO.

In this case, we have

with [F0]eΞΩ&d, e ̂ Ω ^ L ^ - 1 ^ : (r>))), f'e=Λ&d(lίP(2*-l)) and «>

Suppose w'=0. First consider a map c:pt\->M(m, k) such that £(/>ί) Π Image

i=c(pt)Γ\ Image s = ^ . Then 0=c*u'=[VQ], Next observe that */ is decom-

posed as v'=[Voq[pt]+υ//+[V/][Lmp-1(q; (r% id] with v" an odd torsion

element. Because v" is the only odd torsion term in the expression of u\

it follows that v"=0. Therefore 0=M /=[F0

/] D[/>ί] + [F1

/] Doί9|ί[Lm>-1

(?; (rO),"/]+7r*r+Z>o^</. Then 0=[K1

/]**oZ)o, ί | ί[L^-1(g: (r>)), id]+s*π*t'+

(j1)*Z)oj#w

/=[Γ1

/].Z)[Jpί]+ί/, and consequently [K1

/]=

0. Thus ί '=0. These facts imply [Vo'][pt]+s*w'=0 and hence

£([J'V][j)*]+'y*zt;/)—0 a n < ^ ^^ / = = : 0. Summarizing, we conclude that the sums in

4.4 are also direct in this final case. Q.E.D.

Now let ξ=ξq;m and respectively v—Vq.m be the complex line bundles

associated to the coverings S 2 " * - 1 - ^ * - 1 ^ : (r'')) and S2mp~1-^Lmp-\q)=

Lm*-\q; 1, - , 1). The maps/: Lm*-\q)-+Lm*-\q; (r>)) and^: Lm*-\q; H ) -

L^-X?) defined respectively by f([(zj)])=[(zr/)] and ^([(^)])=[(^" y )] satisfy

f*ξ=η

Lemma 4.5. Let tn,

(1) /*oί*oZ)[M(iff-l, A), ̂ ]=

(2) 7%^ restriction of the homomorphίsm

f*oi*ι Ω*(M(J», A

the subalgebra Ω£(P[M(m— 1, A), t]) w monomorphic.

(3) D[M(m— 1, A), * ] = e ( v g p ; m k ) , where v q p ; m k is the normal bundle of the

natural embedding M(m, ί ) c M ( w + l , A).

Proof. First observe that for m—1, it holds that [M(m—l, k), ι]=0 and
p-1

that ΠK7?^ )=0. And so (1) and (2) are obvious in this case. So we suppose
i= 0

in the following proof of (1) and (2).

Now i*oD[M(m-l, k), ι] =

Define L r V ) ( i = l , 2, ••.,/>) by
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); zim.υt.1+l = 0} .

Then it is easy to see that D[Lc"-Όp-\q; (r% ι]= Π D[LT~\r^, ί\. Define

-l) by ^[(^)]=[W y " 1 + " ' ) ] and
CP(mp-\) by CP t ( ^ - 2 ) - { [ ( ^ ) ] ^ C P ( ^ - l ) ; ^ - ϋ ^ - i + ί = 0 } for i = l , 2, ...,
^. Then yjrg is i-regular on CP^mp—2) and DfLΓ"2^-7), *]=
ψfD\CPi{mp—2)y L\. We can easily construct a homotopy between CP (tnp—2)=
CPp(mp-2)(zCP(mp-l) and

CP(mp-2) —U CPi(mp-2)(zCP(mp~ί),

w h e r e A. ^ o , ••-, zmp- λ = [Zo<> ~, Zcm-ΌP-i+i-u °> ^ c « - i ^ - i + f > "•> ^m^-2]. H e n c e

ΛlrfD[CPi(mp-2), c]=ψfD[CP(mp-2)i L]=ψ*e(ηH)=e{ψ* vH) with ^ t h e Hopf
line bundle over CP(mp—l). Therefore /*o/*oD[M(m—l, &),*]=

= Π < r ° Ψ ? * * ) = Π K θ = Π ^ r ί ) since ^iof[(zj)]=[(zj)ri-l+up]. This
l = 1 ί01 = 1

proves (1) for m>ί.

By (1), we have /*oi*oZ)[M(m-l, «)]>={ ΐ ϊ ^ r ' ) } y = { ( Π r W } y =

{(— l ) * - 1 ^ ) ' } ' in H2pj(Lmp-\q) Z). (Notice that r is a primitive ^>-th root of

1 mod a, and so Π r ' Ξ ( - l ) p - 1 mod q.) By 4.2 (5), Z)[M(»-1, k)]m=0 and by
i=0

3.2, the order of D[M(m— 1, k)]J=D[M(m—j\ k)] is g, that is, the order of
{(—ϊ)p~1cλ{

Ύi)p}j for 1 <y<m—1. Thus the restriction of the homomorphism

/*oi* : H*(M(m9 k); Z)-> H*{Lmp-\q); Z)

upon the subring

Z(Z)[M(m-l, A)]) - Zff[Z)[M(w-l, k)]]l(D[M(m-l, k)]m)

is monomorphic. Then consider the ^-terras of the cobordism spectral
sequences for M(m, k) and Lmp~1(q). Since q is odd, fl£ has no ^-torsion.
And by 4.3, the subalgebra nf(D[M(m— 1, A), ̂ ]) is a direct summand as an
Ω*-submodule. These facts together with the triviality of the spectral sequence,
imply that Ωt(D[M(m— 1, k), ι]) corresponds to Z(D[M(m—l> k)])®Ω<t in the
£"2-term. Therefore the triviality and the naturality of the spectral sequences
imply (2) for m>\.

Now by 4.3, e{vQ>p m+itk)^Ωf(M(m+l, k)) is expressed as e(vg P;m+lk)=

J}[Vj]-D[M(m,k),ιY+[1^-D[pt]+πH+Dos*tD with Ό^ά^(Lk''\p)) 'and

w^Ωlev(Lk~1(p)). Observe that the induced bundle s*vgtP;m+itk is the complex
vector bundle CpxS2k~1-^S2k-1jZp=Lk~\p) with Zp acting on Cp as the regular

ZP

representation space. This complex bundle is well-known to be isomorphic to
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Thus ίM"«.*;-+».*)= Π e(V*p: ,)=0 {
= 0

and this should be equal to [V^+s^v+is^vDos^w^Vt^+v. Hence [F0]=0
and v=0.

Consider the natural inclusion map tm: M(m, k)dM(m-{-lf k). One can
easily verify that (OM**.* m+i,k)=e(vgtP *>,*)> ( O * ° ° [ ^ K *)> *]y=£[Λf
( I Λ - 1 , A), ι]J, (ιm)*oD[pt]=0 and (*m)*°£°**»>=0 (Seethe proof of 5.1 in
the following section.) Therefore e{vQtP; „,,*)=('»)**(*'*.* «+i,*)= Σ t ^ ] *

D[M(m— 1, /ί), *]'". So ̂ (^,/>;#w>ife)=0 when m = l and this proves (3) for m=l.
For m>l, e(vqP mk) belongs to Ω%(D\M(m—\> k), ι\).

Consequently, it suffices to prove f*°i*e(vg p. m k)=f*oi*oD[M(m—l, k), t] =
e(v®Vr(B' (BvrP~1) by virtue of (1) and (2). But by definition we have

' 1 ; " 1 . Q.E.D.

We summarize the results in 4.3 and 4.5 in the following form.

Theorem 4.6. Let m, k > 1.

Ωt(M(tn9 k)) =

where (1) Ωf(e(vg p ; m k)) is the Ωf-subalgebra generated by the cobordίsm Eider class

e(vqP-mk) of the normal bundle vq p . m k of embedding M(m, k)dM(m-\-l> k),

P-i .

(2) Ωf(e(vq p; mk)) is mapped isomorphίcally onto the subalgebra Ω%( Π e(vr )) of

at(Lmp-\q)) by f*°i*
(3) Δ*(L*-1(^))=Ω?(L*-1(/»))nZ)Ω|(L*-1(i>)))

(4) 7r* and Dos* are Ω*-module isomorphisms onto direct summands and

(5) ( Σ [Vj] e(vq>p. m>ky) π*?;= [Vo].

^L*"^/))) w a p-torsion group.

5. Proof of Theorem

Let £wy. M(my /j)->M(m+l, ^+1) be the canonical inclusion. Then, for
the induced homomorphism

(*„,*)*: Ω*(M(m+l, k+1)) - ΩΪ(M(tn, k)),

we have the following result.

Lemma 5.1.

(1) (lm,k)*e(V9,P •> if +l.A+l) = e(P«,P; m,k) '

(2) {Lmtk)*e(ηp. m + l j A ; + 1 ) = e(τjp. w > A ί ) .
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(3) (ι

(4) (ιm>k)*Doi^(L^*-\q; (r>))) = 0.

(5) (v*)* : π*Ω*{Lk{ρ))-+π*Ωt(Lk-\p)) is an epίmorphίsrn, where
nt(Lk(p))=Ω*(Lk(p))l(D[pt]).

Proof. Part (1) and (2) are obvious from the definition. Let us consider
part (3). Let/: M->Lk{p) represent an element [M, f] of Ω%(Lk(p)). In order
to obtain (ιmtk)*D°s*([M, f]), we should convert ιmk within homotopy to become
^-regular to sof, and then we take the inverse image of sof(M) (c.f. Quillen [13]).
But cmk is homotopic to cj k defined by

Since

4 K )] = [W\/P,-AI\/T, 0,... 0),

Image tm\kΓi Image sof=φ and hence they are ί-regular. Therefore (tm\k)*
(Dos*([M, /]))=0. This proves (3). Part (4) is shown similarly. Part (5)
follows from the commutativity of the diagram

ίlt(M(m+\, k+l)) έ

Ωt(M(m,k)) < Λt(L*-ι(p)) . Q.E.D.

Now Kamata [7] defined a Z2-action on

by the correspondence X\-^[—l]F(X), where []F denotes the formal multiplica-
tion by the formal group law of the complex cobordism theory. We can genera-
lize this to a Zyaction (p > 2) on

Πϊ(Lm-\q)) <* nί[[X]]l([qUX)> xm> {Tor nfi.x)

for l < m < o o as follows. (Notice that Tor Ω^=-0 and that (Tor Ωgo) X(z
([q]F(X)y Xm) when m<oo.) For an element g of Ώft(Lm-\q)) represented by

CO

a formal power series G(X)= Σ f l ^ ' G Ω f P ] ] , we define [r]F(g) to be the

class represented by G([r]F(X)). This is easily seen to be a well-defined endo-
morphism on Ώt{Lm-\q)) for l < m < o o . Further, ([r]F)

p(X)=[rp]F(X)=
[nq+ί]F(X) for some n by definition. And [^+1] F (X)=F([^] F (X), X)=
[nq]F(X)-\-X+[nq]F(X)'X P([nq]F(X)y X) for some formal power series
P(X, F ) E Ω * [ [ Z , F ] ] . AS [nq]F(X)=[n]F([q]F(X))f it follows that [rp]F(X)~
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Hence ([r]F)
pG(X) = G(X) mod ([q]F(X)) for any power series

G(X). This proves that [r]F defines a Z^-action on Πt(Lm~\p)).

Lemma 5.2. For 1 <τ/z< oo, ^ invariant set

{at[[X]]l{[q]F{X), (Tor

is #

β£[[ π Ί r M l b ] ^ ) . X", (Tor

Proof. As remarked above, [rp]F(X)-X<=Ξ([q]F(X)) and so [r]F{ Π V Ί F
P P-i

(X)}==Iί[ri](X)=U[ri](X)mod([q]F(X)). Hence every power series in
p ιΠ [r*]f{X) represents a Z^-invariant class in Ω%Lm x{p)).

Conversely, suppose a power series G(X)= 2 ^i^ y ^^*[[^]] represents a

Z^-invariant class of nt(Lm-\p)). Then the class of G1{X)=G{X)-a0 is also
Z^-invariant. So

^ ( W ^ Z ) ) - ^ ^ ) = α 1(r-l)X+.. G(MF(Z), X-, (Tor Ω*) Z ) .

Thus, if m > 1, a1 e ^ Ωj ( 3 Tor Ω?) by virtue of the hypothesis that (r— 1, #)=1.
Put a1=q-aι and G2{X)=G1(X)-a1[q]F{X). Then G2(Z) = G^Z) mod
( M F ( ^ ) ) » G 2 ( X ) G ( X 2 ) and G2(X) also represents a Z^-invariant class. In this
way we inductively obtain, if tn>p, series G1(X)y •••, Gp{X) such that
Q I j Ξ . Ξ φ ) mod ( [ ϊ ] ^ ) ) , Gj(X)(=(XJ) and that Gy(X) represents a
Z^-invariant class ( j = l , 2, ~-,p). (Notice that, if m<^>, this procedure termi-
nates at Gm(X) and that G(X) = ao+Gm(X) = ao mod ([?]F(X), Xm) as desired.)
Now that

w
for some w> 1. We put

P-l
( Λ\P-^si(P>J TT Γ

where a!f denotes the coefficient of Xp in Gp(X). Then
P-l

bi{ Π M F ( ^ 0 }
 m ° d ( M F ( ^ ) ) > Gίi>+i(-X')e(-X'̂ +1) a n d Gp+1(X) represents a Z.-

ί=0

invariant class of Π*(L(n~1(p)). And then we again obtain inductively Gp+2(X),
•••> G2p(X) if m>2py and so on.

So we obtain a sequence of power series G(X)=G0(X), G{(X),
•••• (j^m) such that
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= G(X)~{ao+ Σ bh{ Π [r%{X))h] mod

Gj(X)^(XJ) and Gj(X) represents a Z^-invariant class of Ωl{Lm~\p)) for every
. This proves the lemma for a finite value of m. For the case m=ooy we

remark that ao-\- 2 ^ ( Π MFO^Q)"7 *S a convergent power series since

Π [r'^^-SΓjG^^), and this convergent series gives rise to the same class as that
= o»=o

of G{X) in Ωl{L~{p))^Ω*[[X]]l{[q]F{X\ (Tor Ω*) X). This completes the
proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.

Let Ω£(( Πe(ηr))) denote the Ω^-subalgebra of £l%BZq) generated by

homogeneous power series in Π ̂ (7?r)

Corollary 5 3. The cononίcal homomorphίsm

πW'W-JimΛίίΠίlim nm: Ω*(( Ue(vr))) - lim Ωj

is <zft isomorphism.

Proof. (Z. Yoshimura) Observe that the Euler class e(ηr

q'. m) corresponds to
[rf']F(-SΓ) with respect to the isomorphism

nt(L"-\q)) « Ω.Ϊ[[XJ\l([qUX), Xm, (Tor Ωfi X)

for 1 < m < oo. Therefore in the following commutative diagram

0 - Ω*(( Π e(vri)))

L-, . ( [ ] F )
0 -> lim ΩJ( jΠ « „)) ̂ ^ ^ ΠJ(L^-1^)) ί = > Jlim

the horizontal sequences are exact by 5.2. The corollary follows by diagram
chasing. Q.E.D.

Now we can prove our theorem stated in 1.

Proof of Theorem. Consider Milnor's short exact sequence

0 -> lim1 ni-\M(m, m)) -> Ω£(lim M(mf m))
m m

-> lim Ωj(Λf(m, m)) -> 0
m

(Milnor [10]).
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It is easy to see that Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1 imply lim1 Ωlf~
1(M(m, m))=

and lim Ω£(M(m, m))=lim Ωt(e(vgtP; w , m ) ) θ lim
* m m m

So Ω£(limM(m, m))^limΩ£(M(m, m))

Denote by vq p the direct limit bundle lim vqP • mm over lim M(m, m)—BZqP
m m

and by Ωt((e(vg p))) the graded subalgebra of Ω%BZqP) generated by homo-
geneous power series in e(yq p). Consider the following diagram:

, (limio/)*
( r ) ) ) i .*)))

| i lim/*°/* m o n o | ψ°- π>»
lim ClUL""^)) Dlim Ωί( Π ^ »)) Γ ~ n n o lim Ω , * ( ^ ... J )

By 5.3, lim πm in the middle is an isomorphism of Ω^-algebras. And lim πm in

the right is a monomorphism because it factors throught the isomor-
phism Ωί(lim Λί(»f, m ^ ^ l i m Ω ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e l i m ^ Ω ^ L ^ - 1 ^ ) ) and because

Cί%{e(vq p))) is mapped trivially on the second summand by 4.6. So the com-

mutativity of the diagram implies the injectivity of (lim z°/)* in the upper

right. Since (lim τrw)o(lim io/")*^(^^)=(lim/*o/*)o(lim πm)e(pgP) — (lim/*o/*)

lim e(vgtP;mjm)=\im Π e(ηr

q. TO)=(lim πm){ Π e{ηr )}, the injectiveity of lim πm

P-iv -1

in the middle implies (limiof)*e(vgtP)= Iίe(ηr). Therefore (lim/o/)* is an

epimorphism, and hence an isomorphism.
Consequently, the diagram chasing asserts that

lirnτrw: Ωt((e(vgtp))) ^ lim Ωt(e(vgtP; m>m))

and

l i m / * o ί * : l im Ωf(e(pg P;mJ)^ l im Ω*( ff efrt
< < ' < , =o

This completes the proof of Theorem.

Appendix. A generalization and examples

For simplicity, we have assumed in the present article and the preceding one
[15], that/) is a prime integer and so that r is a primitivep-th root of unity mod q.
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In fact, these assumptions are not necessary if we assume in turn that (p, q)=l
and that

where r is a primitive po-th root of unity mod q. (Hence po\p>) Of course
r, po^2 for otherwise Zq p is a cyclic group. (Notice that the condition (1—r, q)

p-i P0-ι ^

= 1 requires q odd.) Under these hypotheses, we should replace Π by Π in (2)

of Theorem of this article (but [p]F(Y) should remain as it is), and $2Pk-\ by
β2p0k-i in (2) of Theorem 2.10 [15] (but U*(Zp) should remain as it is), etc.

Notice that for an odd prime q such that (p, q)=l with r a primitivepo-th
root of unity mod q, the above assumptions are always satisfied.

Here are some examples which satisfy the above conditions, and hence, for
which the analogous theorems as in the present and preceding articles hold:

Example 1. {x52=y22= 1, yxy-'^x7} w'ithpo=p=22.

Example 2. D(4a, 2q+l)={x2g+1=yia=l,yxy-1=χ-1} with po=p/2a=2. (No-
tice that (2#+l, α)=l is assumed.) According to Wolf [16], the group D(4a,
2q+ί) acts freely and orthogonally on S={(zly z2)^C2; | ^ | 2 + | * 2 | 2 = 1 } by

*.(*„ z2) = ((pίi-n)*-'-1*,

and

where p^ =exp (2π\/—llj) (j=2q+l, 2a), and (2a)-1 and respectively (2^+1)"'
are arbitrary integers such that 2α (2α)~1=l mod 2#+l and respectively such
that (2q+l)'(2q-\-l)~1 = l mod 2a. Let us denote the bordism class of this
D(4ay 2^+l)-action by [L, S3]. The generalized version of [15] Th. 4.5
asserts that

a, 2q+ί)) = Z2,+1(/

(For the notations, see [15].) The calculations show that

[L, S3] = aq.ί*β3+(2q+l+8-4a)s*[TaatO, S3]

+(-2q+6'-2a) [CP^T^, S1]

with 6, £'=0 or 1. Therefore

a, 2q+ί)) = Z(2,+1>8fl([L, S3])

for some k > 0 ,
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